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I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years flow-induced vibration problems 
have become increasingly important. Designers are using 
materials to their limits building structures to become 
progressively lighter and more flexible. 
In the past two decades a great deal of research 
work has been done, especially on fluid-structure interac­
tion problems. The ultimate question of all those research 
works can be summarized as what happens to the structure 
and to the fluid flow when a structure is exposed to a 
fluid flow. The previous research work can be divided 
into three categories, depending upon viewpoints. These 
are; i) exploring the behavior of structures due to 
surrounding fluid flow, ii) exploring the behavior of the 
fluid flow around structures, and iii) exploring the 
relationship between structure and surrounding fluid 
flow interaction. 
Exact knowledge of a structure's behavior due to 
surrounding fluid flow is very important in designing 
bridges, antennas, off-shore structures, heat exchangers, 
undersea cables,t..etc. since large amplitude structural 
vibrations can cause a destructive effect. 
Many research studies have been done to determine 
and predict the fluid in-line forces acting on a cylinder 
in steady and oscillating fluid flow. Almost all of those 
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studies have been based on the Morison equation [1], where 
the two in-line force components of drag and inertia are 
identified, and the equation tries to relate these forces 
to the velocity and acceleration of the fluid particles. 
Besides the in-line forces, the so-called lift force plays 
an important role in determining the behavior of a cylinder 
due to fluid flow. Lately, it was found that in some 
situations the lift force is as large as or larger than 
the in-line forces [2]. Furthermore, in the opinion of 
some people the lift force is more important than the 
in-line force; not only because of its magnitude, but also 
because of its frequency, which under some circumstances 
may cause resonant motion of the structure. The neglect 
of such vibrations may lead to serious cracking and 
consequent failure of the structural members due to fatigue. 
It should be apparent that our ability to estimate 
the fluid forces, including both in-line and lift forces, 
and the resulting structural response is critical in 
designing structures exposed to fluid flow. Vortex 
shedding is the dominant mechanism for structures exposed 
to steady flow. This mechanism can be described simply 
as follows for a bluff cylinder. As a fluid particle 
flows toward the leading edge of a bluff cylinder, the 
pressure rises from the free stream pressure to the 
stagnation pressure. The high fluid pressure near the 
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leading edge impels the developing boundary layers about 
both sides of the cylinder. However, the pressure forces 
are not sufficient to force the boundary layers around 
the back side of bluff cylinders at high Reynolds numbers. 
Near the widest section of the cylinder, the'boundary 
layers separate from each side of the cylinder surface 
and form two free shear layers that trail off in the flow. 
These two free shear layers bound the wake. Since the 
intermost portion of the free shear layers moves much 
more slowly than the outermost portion of the layers 
which are in contact with the free stream, the free shear 
layers tend to roll up into discrete, swirling vortices. 
Thus, a regular pattern of vortices is formed in the wake. 
The vortex sheddings which are alternately generated 
from each side of the structures lead to the periodic 
lift forces on the structures. The so-called Strouhal 
number is used to relate the vortex shedding frequency, 
the cylinder diameter, and the free stream velocity. 
The relationship between the structural responses 
and the vortices in the fluid flow have been investigated 
by several researchers. In certain cases, it was found 
that a locked-on phenomenon occurs. In the locked-on 
phenomenon the vortex shedding frequency adheres to the 
structural response frequency around the natural frequency 
of an elastic structure. In other words, under certain 
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operating conditions, the response affects vortex 
formation and vice versa. Also, it was observed that the 
locked-on phenomenon increases the vortex shedding strength 
and, consequently, causes large structural responses in 
the elastic structure. This locked-on phenomenon can be 
observed in both steady and oscillating fluid flow around 
the structure. 
Several attempts have been made to develop analytical 
models to predict fluid forces and structural responses. 
It would be desirable to analytically predict the fluid 
forces and the cylinder responses using cylinder surface 
pressures obtained from an analysis of the fluid flow field. 
Ideally, one would solve the time-dependent Navier-Stokes 
equations in the presence of the vibrating cylinder. The 
flow separation and vortex formation would emerge naturally 
from the calculated solution. The resulting pressure and 
shear forces acting on the cylinder surface would provide 
the forcing function. These forcing functions are then used 
to predict cylinder structural motion and the calculations 
are repeated. Solutions of this type have been limited 
to either stationary cylinders at Reynolds numbers below 
1,000 where the flow is laminar or to solutions where 
viscosity has been neglected. A general integrated 
analysis of both the flow fluid and the cylinder motion 
is not available for nearly all practical cases. Therefore, 
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only limited models have been developed to describe the 
cylinder-fluid interaction. 
The limited models introduced up to the present 
are the "wake oscillator model" [3, 4] and the "correla­
tion model" [3, 5, 6]. These models do not solve the 
time dependent Navier-Stokes equations. They do, however, 
incorporate many of the dynamic effects that have been 
observed experimentally. 
Both models are not rigorous approximations of the 
fluid-structure interactions. Nevertheless, they have 
proven useful for estimating the structural response of 
circular structural components when exposed to steady fluid 
flow. 
In the case of oscillating fluid flow, the flow 
characteristics are much more complicated than in steady 
flow. In this case, the fluid travels over the cylinder 
wake, creating a fluid flow pattern difficult to analyze. 
Up to this moment, no theoretical model can predict 
the forces and corresponding structural responses of a 
circular cylinder exposed to a periodic fluid flow. How­
ever, there are relatively many experimental studies of 
the forces acting on stationary cylinders compared to the 
number of experimental studies on the complex dynamic 
responses of elastically mounted structures placed in 
oscillating flows. 
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Recently there has been growing interest in the fluid-
structure interactions when the fluid flow is periodic. 
This interest is motivated by the practical needs to build 
optimum off-shore structures. The interactions between 
fluid and structures can cause serious damage to the 
structure since the wave loads can easily exceed the 
expected value predicted by current information. Many 
investigators have tried to estimate reliable wave loads. 
Keulegan and Carpenter [7], Sarpkaya [8, 9], Hamann 
and Dalton [10], Garrison, Field and May [11], etc. have 
measured fluid forces on a cylinder exposed to an oscillating 
fluid flow. Of these investigators, Sarpkaya [9] did the 
most systematic studies where the fluid in-line and lift 
forces were measured over the wide range of Reynolds 
nunibers. He concluded that for oscillating fluid flow, 
the fluid forces are strongly related with the period 
parameter (Keulegan-Carpenter number) as well as the 
Reynolds number. 
All the above studies for oscillating fluid flows 
were performed for a stationary cylinder. But in case 
of elastically mounted cylinder, the cylinder responses 
affect the fluid forces and responses. 
In this study, the fluid lift forces and the cylinder 
responses due to an oscillating fluid flow were measured 
experimentally. The corresponding analysis placed emphasis 
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on the prediction of fluid lift forces and cylinder 
responses normal to the deterministic, sinusoidal 
oscillating flow. 
It is the author's belief that the fluid lift forces 
are affected by the cylinder vibrations. Consequently, 
the fluid force estimation based on stationary cylinder 
data must be in error compared to the actual situation. 
For the experiments described in the research reported 
herein, the elastically mounted cylinder motion relative 
to the global fluid motion can form a closed Lissajous 
loop as shown in Figure 1. A locked-on phenomenon occurs 
in this case where the vortex shedding frequency (f^ )^ 
and the structural natural frequency (f^ ) are related to 
the oscillating fluid frequency (f^ ) in an integer manner. 
This locked-on phenomenon causes an increase in the lift 
force due to increased strength of vortex shedding from 
the same side of the cylinder; i.e. the correlation of 
shedding from a given side of the cylinder is increased. It 
is also helpful to visualize the vortices to be "trapped" 
within the Lissajous path as seen in Figure 1. Note how the 
cylinder moves naturally around the "trapped vortices," 
reinforcing the vortices on each pass. As the input motion 
amplitude (A) increases there is more time for the vortices 
to dissipate and move out of the pattern before the cylinder 
returns. Consec^ uently, the amplitude of response decreases 
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and this simple pattern of behavior begins to break down, 
giving smaller amplitudes of motion (B). It was known 
that the maximum value of B is about one cylinder diameter 
peak to peak for a steady fluid flow. For an oscillating 
fluid flow the maximum value of B was measured slightly 
more than one cylinder diameter (l.OD - 1.15D) peak to 
peak. While the above description is helpful in visualizing 
the maximum response case, the case of periodic flow about 
an elastically mounted cylinder involves a complex interac­
tion. 
The relationship between the cylinder natural frequency 
(f^ ), the structural response frequency (f^ ), the vortex 
shedding frequency (f^ ) and the fluid oscillating (wave) 
frequency (f^ ) is more important in determining fluid 
forces and structural response than the conventional non-
dimensional parameters described by Reynolds and Keulegan-
Carpenter (Period parameter) number. It will be seen that 
this apparently radical departure from conventional 
practice for presenting experimental results leads to an 
integrated picture of fluid-structure interaction that 
includes both elastically and rigidly mounted cylinders. 
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I I .  R E V I E W  O F  L I T E R A T U R E  
The study of fluid-structure interaction problems 
started with vortex shedding phenomenon behind a bluff 
body. The first recorded observation of the phenomenon 
is credited to Leonardo da Vinci, who sketched a row 
of vortices in the wake of a bluff body in a stream in the 
fifteenth century. 
In 1878, Strouhal made a quantitative study of vortex 
shedding. He found that the tone frequency (f^ ) generated 
by a taut wire in an airstrearn was a function of the wire 
diameter (D) and the airstream velocity (U). He introduced 
the famous Strouhal number (S^ ) which is commonly used 
today to study the vortex shedding frequency; i.e. 
In 1879, Lord Rayleigh proved that the rate of vortex 
shedding, f^ , was a function not only of fluid velocity 
and cylinder diameter but also of Reynolds number. A 
number of more recent researchers have confirmed the general 
results of Rayleigh's work and have succeeded in defining 
the Strouhal number-Reynolds number dependence. 
In 1908, Bernard showed that the vibration of the wire 
noticed by Strouhal and Lord Rayleigh was related to the 
formation of two rows of nearly parallel vortices in the 
wake. 
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In 1912, Von Karman analyzed the formation of a stable 
street of staggered vortices behind a fixed circular 
cylinder in a uniform flow. 
Many studies have been made in the last two 
decades. These are best presented in several categories, 
based upon the experimental approach as well as the type 
of fluid-structure interaction problem. 
It is important to distinguish between data obtained 
from rigidly mounted cylinders as opposed to those which 
are elastically mounted and free to interact with the 
fluid. 
A. Fluid Forces in a Uniform Flow 
Many investigators have examined fluid forces acting 
on a rigid or a vibrating circular cylinder in a uniform 
fluid flow. Usually the fluid forces can be divided into 
two terms. One is in-line force which acts parallel to 
the direction of fluid flow and the other is lift force 
acting perpendicular to the fluid flow. Most of the 
former studies related lift force with vortex sheddings 
behind a circular cylinder and examined in-line force 
using the Morison equation [1] which is given by: 
Fiu = 0.5C^ LDp|U|U + 0.25TrpLD^ C^   (1) 
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where is the drag force coefficient, is the inertia 
force coefficient, D is the cylinder diameter, U is the 
uniform fluid velocity, p is the fluid density and L is 
the cylinder length immersed in fluid. As shown, the 
Morison equation consists of two in-line force terms (drag 
and inertia). 
Bishop and Hassan [12] measured the in-line and lift 
forces on both forced and naturally induced vortex vibrating 
cylinder in uniform fluid flow. 
Tanida, Okajima and Watanabe [13] measured the in-line 
and lift forces in uniform flow on an elastically mounted 
cylinder at Reynolds numbers from 40 to 1 x 10^  and 
investigated the stability of the oscillating cylinder. 
They also observed the locked-on phenomenon. 
Fung [14] measured the lift and in-line forces on a 
rigid cylinder in an incompressible uniform fluid flow at 
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supercritical Reynolds numbers (Rg >1x10 -5x10). 
The results were plotted in teirms of the power spectral 
densities, since the measured forces were random in nature. 
It was found that the forces decreased with increasing 
Reynolds number, in agreement with other experimental 
results. 
Batham [15] investigated fluid forces by measuring 
pressure distributions on circular cylinders having smooth 
and rough surfaces at Reynolds numbers of 1.1 x 10^  to 
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2,4 X 10^ . He found that the cylinder surface condition 
plays a very important role for the pressure distribution 
and, consequently, the fluid forces in the critical 
Reynolds number region. 
Griffin and Ramberg [16] measured the vortex strength 
and spacing in the wake of a vibrating cylinder, and used 
the Von Karman drag formulation to determine the drag 
force. The force values determined in this manùer were 
in agreement with direct force measurements made under 
similar flow conditions. 
Toebes [5] studied the lift forces acting on an elas-
tically mounted cylinder in uniform fluid flow by measuring 
fluid velocity and pressure near the cylinder surface 
for Reynolds number up to 1 x 10^ . He also investigated 
the effect of the cylinder vibrating motion on the fluid 
velocity and corresponding cylinder surface pressure 
distribution. It was observed that when the cylinder 
vibrating frequency is near a multiple or submultiple 
of the vortex shedding frequency, vortex strength is 
increased and the phase differences in vortex formation 
are decreased. 
Sarpkaya [17] also measured fluid liftAand in-line 
forces on a circular cylinder forced to vibrate in a 
uniform flow. He observed that the in-line force increases 
as the vibration amplitude increases and the lift force 
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coefficient scatters significantly when the excitation 
frequency is in the vicinity of the Strouhal frequency. 
King, Prosser and Johns [18] investigated the nature 
of flow-induced oscillations of circular cylindrical model 
piles that were typical of full-scale marine structures. 
They examined the first and the second mode of free-ended 
cantilever oscillations. 
Weaver [19] studied wind-induced vibration on an 
elastic cylinder due to vortex sheddings in wind-tunnel 
tests. He introduced various methods of reducing the flow-
induced forces on circular cylinders. He insisted that by 
wrapping spoiler wires around the cylinder, the coherence 
of the shedding could be reduced and subsequently the 
flow-induced forces could also be significantly reduced. 
Silvio [20] studied the flow-induced vibration and the 
vortex shedding frequency when an elastically mounted 
cylinder was exposed to a steady flow. He observed the 
locked-on phenomenon and found that as the amplitude of the 
cylinder response increases, there is a corresponding 
reduction of the vortex shedding frequency. In other 
words, he observed decreasingly vortex shedding frequency 
around a locked-on region. This observation is in agreement 
with Griffin's results [21]. 
In all of the above mentioned literature, the authors 
tried to analyze the complicated fluid-structure interaction 
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problems in terms of measured fluid forces and/or structural 
responses. On the other hand some investigators have tried 
to establish some kind of theoretical model to predict 
the fluid forces and correspondingly structural responses. 
Landl [22] introduced a mathematical model for flow-
induced vibrations of a circular cylinder in uniform flow 
field using fifth order damping terms. He tried to explain 
the experimental data using his model. He succeeded in 
qualitative descriptions but failed to obtain quantitative 
results. 
The nature of self-excited vortex shedding suggested 
that the fluid behavior might be modeled by a simple, 
nonlinear oscillator as first suggested by Bishop and 
Hassan [12]. This idea has been pursued by Hartlen and 
Currie [23], and Skop and Griffin [24], who have devised 
models in which the cylinder lift coefficient satisfies 
a Van der Pol type equation. Hartlen and Currie [23] 
confirmed that this wake oscillator model idea is helpful 
in determining the motion of an elastically mounted 
cylinder and the lift force on an externally driven cylinder 
in an uniform fluid flow field. 
Iwan and Blevins [4] suggested a wake oscillator 
model to estimate the responses of an elastic cylinder 
by analyzing a control volume consisting of the cylinder 
and several vortices in the wake. The corresponding 
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analysis using fluid mechanics techniques lead to the 
formulation of a nonlinear differential equation. Model 
parameters were determined by curve-fitting experimental 
results for stationary and forced cylinders. They found 
that their model is capable of predicting the responses 
of elastic cylindrical structures in uniform fluid flow in 
3 5 the Reynolds number range of 1 x 10 to 1 x 10 . 
Blevins and Burton [6] established a semi-^ empirical 
dynamic model for investigating the fluid forces induced 
on a bluff cylinder by vortex shedding using a random 
vibration theory. They applied the model to determine the 
forces exerted on elastic cylinders at resonance with vortex 
shedding. The predictions are in good agreement with 
experimental data. 
B. Vortex Wake Studies 
Several investigations have been concerned with 
the fluid wake behind a circular bluff cylinder. These 
studies are reviewed here. 
Roshko [25] studied the pressure distribution in the 
wake of a rigid cylinder in a uniform fluid flow and found 
that the addition of a splitter plate on the downstream 
side has a dramatic effect on the pressure distribution. 
He concluded that the flow field in the wake of a bluff 
body is determined almost entirely by the vortex formation 
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region contained in the first four or five cylinder 
diameters downstream of the body. 
Stansby [26] studied the frequencies of vortex 
shedding from circular cylinders forced to oscillate 
transversely in low-turbulence uniform and shear flows. 
In both flows the vortex shedding frequency locked-on 
to the cylinder vibrating frequency and to submultiples 
of the cylinder frequency. 
Koopman [27], Griffin [28] and Griffin and Ramberg 
[29] used flow visualization methods to observe the vortex 
patterns in the wake of cylinder oscillated perpendicular 
to the flow. These studies were made in an attempt to 
determine the interaction between the structure and the 
fluid when a locked-on condition existed. It was found 
that a locked-on condition occurred when the drive frequency 
was within + 20 per cent of the vortex shedding frequency. 
Griffin and Ramberg [30] studied the wake of a 
stationary and a vibrating cylinder to the in-line direc­
tion in steady air flow. They found that the results 
obtained in the air stream are in agreement with previous 
findings from free and forced vibration experiments in 
water at both higher and lower Reynolds numbers. 
Ogawa and Nakagawa [31] studied the stability condi­
tion of a vortex street behind a bluff cylindrical body 
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and obtained the vortex shedding stability criterion for 
stationary and vibrating cylinders. 
Griffin [21] measured the pressure and fluid velocity 
at the separation point. Using the experimentally obtained 
parameters, he derived a model for a universal wake 
Strouhal number, valid in the subcritical range of Reynolds 
numbers for both forced and vortex-excited oscillations in 
the locking-on region. The Strouhal numbers thus obtained 
are constant at = 0.178 over the range of wake Reynolds 
numbers Re = 700 to 5 x 10^ . This model is in good 
agreement with the results obtained by Roshko [25] and 
Bearman [32] for stationary circular cylinders and other 
bluff bodies in the same range of Reynolds numbers. 
C. Fluid Forces in Oscillating Fluid Flow 
The optimum design of large offshore structures 
requires accurate hydrodynamic data on fluid forces and 
the corresponding structural response. The urgency for 
this information grows as larger and larger structures 
are being used for energy and mineral production from the 
bottom of the sea. Ideally, full-scale ocean tests should 
give realistic wave loads on the structure. Various 
studies have been conducted to determine the drag and 
inertia coefficients by instrumenting full-sized piles 
subjected to ocean waves. While these large-scale tests 
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have probably resulted in the most acceptable data to the 
present, they are nevertheless very limited. No control 
may be exercised over the incident wave in such tests. 
Therefore, one can not hope to correlate the results with 
the properties of the incident wave in a precise manner. 
The irregular wave motion encountered is, of course, 
complex and does not lend itself to description through a 
simple dimensionless parameter. 
For this reason the question of the value of in-line 
and lift force coefficients for use in calculating wave 
loads on cylindrical members has endured many years. 
Neither laboratory wave channel tests nor full-scale 
ocean tests have resulted in very much systematic informa­
tion as well as a full understanding. 
However, several investigators have collected data 
for estimating wave loads of off-shore structures from 
full-scale ocean tests. Fairly complete wave force data 
can be found in Wiegel [33], Hogben [34], and Grace [35] 
While the nature of the wave motion is very random, Moe and 
Crandall [36] attempted to estimate the extreme wave forces 
on a fixed cylindrical pile in a random sea-state by using 
statistical techniques. They assumed that the wave force 
follows the Marison equation. 
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As mentioned above, many investigators have used 
laboratory experiments rather than full-scale ocean tests 
to obtain adequate control of input wave motion properties. 
Keulegan and Carpenter [7] were the first to undertake 
the question, "What is the force acting on a circular 
cylinder in two dimensional flow oscillating with simple 
sinusoidal motion?" They placed a circular cylinder at 
the node point of a standing wave so that the fluid motion 
at the location of the test cylinder was sinusoidal and in 
the horizontal direction only. The force was expressed 
in terms of the fluid velocity and acceleration according 
to the well-known Morison equation and the coefficients 
of drag and inertia obtained from the experiments were 
plotted against the period parameter, U^ T/D(=2irA/D), in 
which denotes the amplitude of the sinusoidally varying 
velocity; T denotes the period of the wave motion; D denotes 
the cylinder diameter; and A denotes the amplitude of the 
oscillating wave motion. They recognized the possibility 
of Reynolds number dependence of the drag and inertia 
coefficients as well as the period parameter dependence. 
They found that no such correlation with Reynolds number, 
in fact, existed. Nevertheless, as will be examined sub­
sequently, a replot of their data that spans the 7,000 
to 30,000 Reynolds number range clearly indicates to the 
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contrary that both coefficients are rather strongly 
Reynolds number dependent. 
It is suspected that the Reynolds number dependence 
was overlooked because of the fact that the experimental 
apparatus used by Keulegan and Carpenter was not well-
suited to the study. Each time the period parameter 
was changed the Reynolds number also changed so that it was 
impossible to carry out a series of tests with varying 
Reynolds number with a fixed value of the period parameter 
without changing the test cylinder diameter each time. In 
addition, the range of Reynolds numbers encountered was 
very limited and in this limited range the coefficients 
underwent some rather unexpected variations that were 
apparently interpreted as scatter. 
Sarpkaya [8] carried out tests similar to Keulegan 
and Carpenter in a similar Reynolds number range, using 
a U-tube oscillator in place of a standing wave oscillator. 
In this study again, the absence of any systematic 
Reynolds number dependence was emphasized. The results, 
that were plotted in the form of the drag and inertia 
coefficients versus the period parameter, were generally 
similar to those of the Keulegan and Carpenter study. 
Garrison, Field and May [11] studied the effect of both 
the Reynolds numbers and the period parameter dependence 
of the drag and inettia coefficients in an oscillating flow. 
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They oscillated the cylinder in still fluid rather than 
oscillating the fluid in order to get strict control of 
both parameters. They calculated the drag and inertia 
force coefficient for large values of the Reynolds numbers 
and period parameters and confirmed the fact that force 
coefficients are strongly dependent on both parameters. 
Hamann and Dalton [10] measured the in-line forces 
directly acting on a circular cylinder due to oscillating 
fluid flow. They related the measured forces with the 
fluid velocity and acceleration instead of plotting against 
Reynolds number and period parameter. They observed that 
the fluid forces during acceleration are different than 
those in deceleration. This phenomenon is in agreement 
with the observation of Laird, Johnson and Walker [37] 
As in the case of uniform fluid flow around a circular 
cylinder, the vortex shedding behind a cylinder generates 
lift forces in the oscillating fluid flow cases as well. 
But in the case of oscillating fluid flow, the flow pattern 
around a circular cylinder is much more complicated than 
in the uniform flow case. In the oscillatory case the 
cylinder is subjected to its own wake when fluid flow 
reverses direction. This process of being subjected to 
its own wake occurs over and over. 
Several researchers have investigated the lift forces 
acting on a circular cylinder in periodic fluid flow. 
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Bidde [38] directly measured in-line and lift forces 
acting on a fixed cylinder due to wave motion around the 
cylinder. He examined the ratio of lift to in-line forces 
and found that the period parameter appears to be useful 
in predicting the ratio (lift to in-line forces) and also 
insisted that the lift forces are as important as the 
in-line forces. He noticed that the lift forces are 
important not only because of their magnitude, but also 
because of their frequency, which under some circumstances 
may cause resonance motion of the structure, with possible 
disastrous consequences. This occurs even when the wave 
frequency is much lower than the structure's natural 
frequency. 
Sarpkaya [8] also measured lift and in-line forces. 
He used a small size U-shaped vertical water tunnel instead 
of a water channel. He noticed the importance of the 
lift forces after considering the magnitude of frequencies 
of the lift forces. He concluded that the lift force is 
as large as or larger than the in-line force in a certain 
range of the period parameters. 
Almost all of the fluid forces data obtained in 
laboratory studies are for Reynolds numbers generally two 
to three orders of magnitude smaller than prototype full-
size structure Reynolds numbers. This happens because 
there are many limitations in obtaining large Reynolds 
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numbers in a laboratory test. As there has been a growing 
awareness that the coefficients obtained at relatively 
low Reynolds numbers may not be applicable at higher 
Reynolds numbers, Sarpkaya [9] built a giant structure 
to obtain data for prototype Reynolds numbers with strict 
parameter control. He collected a lot of information 
about the fluid force coefficients in oscillating flow 
and confirmed his previous work (reference [8]). 
While studying fluid forces on a circular cylinder 
in the periodic fluid flow, it is natural to ask the ques­
tion, "What happens when the circular cylinder in the 
oscillating fluid flow is elastically mounted in the 
direction perpendicular to the oscillating fluid?" How 
do the vortex sheddings affect the fluid lift forces and 
the correponsing cylinder responses, and conversly, how 
are the vortex sheddin;gs affected by the cylinder motion? 
How does the natural frequency of the cylinder affect the 
cylinder responses? Unfortunately, at this moment, only 
a single reference could be found wherein the above questions 
were addressed for an elastically mounted cylinder subjected 
to an oscillating fluid flow. Wilson [39] attempted to 
obtain the lift force coefficient indirectly. He oscillated 
an elastically mounted small cylinder in still water and 
tried to measure fluid forces directly. Due to the high 
noise level compared with the fluid force signal, he 
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failed to obtain fluid forces directly. Then he measured 
the cylinder responses and using a wake oscillator type 
model, derived the lift force coefficient. He found 
that the period parameter is important to analyze the 
oscillating fluid problem and said that the lift force 
coefficient decreases with an increasing period parameter. 
In this work, the fluid lift forces acting on an 
elastically mounted cylinder and the cylinder responses 
were measured directly. Also the vortex shedding frequency, 
the natural frequency of the elastically mounted cylinder, 
and the cylinder response frequency were extensively 
measured and examined for interrelationships. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
A. Experimental Apparatus 
The prediction of fluid dynamic forces exerted on bodies 
immersed in a viscous fluid has always presented problems of 
similarity and scale. As it often occurs, hydrodynamic force 
coefficients corresponding to large values of Reynolds number 
are needed in full-sized applications while it is difficult 
to produce such flows in smaller laboratory experiments. 
The problem of calculating wave forces on offshore struc­
tures, either floating or fixed, has the same handicap. 
Wave channel testing generally produces Reynolds numbers on 
cylindrical members on the order of 1 x 10^  to 1 x 10^  
whereas values well beyond 1 x 10^  are more common in full-
sized applications. Wave channel testing is further handi­
capped by the fact that one generally does not have inde­
pendent control over Reynolds numbers since Froude scaling 
is necessary. It is practically impossible to achieve both 
Reynolds and Froude similarity at the same time unless full-
sized structures are tested. On the other hand, laboratory 
experiments give the chance for strict control of parameters 
not possible in some large scale testing. Consequently, 
the problem can usually be controlled and analyzed more 
easily using one or two nondimensional numbers than would 
be possible with a prototype. Strict parameter control is 
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more easily obtained in laboratory testing over full-scale 
prototype testing. Significant problem understanding can 
be obtained from cost effective laboratory tests. The 
results presented here were performed in a laboratory. 
A special experimental apparatus was designed and 
built to measure fluid lift forces and cylinder responses 
due to periodic fluid flow. 
There are two different ways to produce a relative 
periodic motion between a cylindrical model and the sur­
rounding fluid. One method is to oscillate the fluid past 
a stationary cylinder while the other is to oscillate the 
cylinder past the stationary fluid. Kinematically there 
is no difference between the two situations when viewed 
from appropriate reference frames. But experimentally, 
there are immense differences in implementation between 
the two methods. 
Ir. the experiments described herein, the cylinder 
oscillating method was selected. Not only because of 
relatively simple implementation but also because of the 
fact that the cylinder oscillating method allowed the 
parameters involved to be easily and precisely varied 
over a wide range. On the other hand, it has three 
distinct disadvantages that need to be overcome. These 
are; 1) the effect of waves and free surface disturbances 
in the water tank created by the oscillating body are 
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difficult to assess, 2) the supporting structure and 
driving mechanism can transmit vibration disturbances to 
the fluid surface from sources such as the driving motor 
and speed reduction gear box, 3) the inertia force due to 
the mass of the oscillating body has to be subtracted from 
the measured force signal. 
In this experiment, several ideas were implemented 
to overcome these difficulties. Soft and porous packing 
materials were used around the inside of the water tank 
to absorb surface disturbances and to reduce wave reflec­
tions from the wall. The unwanted high frequency supporting 
structure vibration signals were eliminated using low 
pass filters that were carefully designed not to distort, 
both the magnitude and the phase, the original signal. A 
unique technique [40] was developed to eliminate the 
inertia force due to the oscillating cylinder by installing 
two force transducers on the moving cylinder. The details 
about inertia force elimination were given in Appendix A. 
Using this technique, about 97 per cent of the unwanted 
inertia forces were removed from the force signal. 
Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of the experimental 
apparatus used in this work. 
A strong unistrut structure (52 in. wide, 90 in. 
long, 84 in. high) was built and two flat moving plates 
(Plates A and B) are placed at the top side of the unistrut 
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structure. A variable speed motor drives the Plate A 
through a 10:1 speed reduction gear box. It was designed 
so that the driving amplitude of the Plate A can be 
continuously adjusted from 0 in. to 10 in. Then the motion 
of Plate A was transmitted to Plate B through cables which 
were connected between the two plates. The oscillation 
amplitude of Plate B can be magnified by a factor of two 
through use of four pulleys and two cables. In other 
words, by using four pulleys and two cables, Plate B can 
be given a harmonic motion with the same frequency but 
with twice the amplitude of Plate A. This fact gives a 
great advantage to reduce the size of the experimental 
apparatus. Plate C was built for mounting the force 
transducers and circular cylinder models with the dimen­
sions of 19.5 X 19.5 X 3 in. Three thin aluminum flexure 
strips connected Plate C to Plate B. These aluminum 
flexure strips allowed Plate C to move relative to Plate A 
in the response direction (y-direction) while remaining 
relatively rigid in driving direction (x-direction). 
A water tank was constructed with dimensions of 48 
in. wide, 30 in. high, and 84 in. long and placed on the 
inside of the unistrut structure. 
Two force transducers and a cylindrical model were 
placed on Plate C as shown in Figure 2. 
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The detailed specifications of the experimental set-up 
can be summarized as below. 
1) The amplitude of the cylinder input oscillation 
motion, corresponding to wave motion, can be 
varied continuously from 0 in. to 20 in. 
2) The driving frequency of the cylinder oscillation 
can be varied from 0.067 Hz to 0.67 Hz continuously. 
3) The circular cylindrical model can be easily 
changed for testing different diameter sizes. 
4) The cylinder model can be released or fixed in 
the response direction (y-direction) without 
difficulty. 
5) The cylinder length immersed in the water can be 
adjusted by changing water depth in the tank. 
Park [40] describes the experimental apparatus in great 
detail. 
B. Electrical Measurements System 
and Calibration 
As discussed in the introduction, this study needs to 
measure the fluid lift forces (F^ ), the cylinder response 
motion in a direction perpendicular to the cylinder input 
direction (y), the natural frequency of the elastically 
mounted cylinder in the response direction (f^ ), the 
cylinder input frequency (f^ ) and the cylinder inertia. 
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force (Fy) to eliminate inertia effects due to cylinder 
oscillation. 
Before discussing the details of the measurement 
system, it is worthwhile to consider the desired output. 
1) The input frequency of the driving mechanism (f^ ) 
and the natural frequency of the system in the 
response direction (f^ ). The input frequency could 
be monitored constantly during the experiments. 
2) A time history record of the cylinder response 
in the y-direction (y). 
3) A time history record of the fluid lift forces (Fj). 
The block diagram of the measurement system used to 
provide the desired output information described above is 
shown in Figure 3. Each element for the output and the 
calibration information is briefly described below, and 
a complete schematic diagram of the circuitry is included 
in Appendix B. 
A microswitch circuit was used to measure the input 
frequency (f^ ). The microswitch (ACRO Electric Co., type 
BZ-2KL) was placed at one end point of the cylinder input 
motion so that for every back and forth input motion 
an on-off signal was generated. This on-off signal was 
conditioned by a Zener Diode Triggering Circuit which in 
turn was connected to a Hewlett Packard model HP528D 
frequency counter. The input frequency (f^ ) was 
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consistently monitored during the experiment. The input 
frequency (f^ ) could be maintained easily within 0.5 
per cent error by adjusting the speed of the varidrive 
motor. 
Four active 120 ohm straingages with a gage factor 
of 2.09 were used to measure cylinder responses in y-
direction (y). These gages formed a standard four-arm 
wheatstone bridge and provided both high sensitivity and 
temperature compensation. This straingage bridge was 
connected to an amplifier and a low pass filter circuit. 
The low pass filter circuit was used to eliminate 
spurious high frequency signals. It is known that two 
problems occurred with this filter circuit. The first is 
the phase shift while the second is amplitude attenuation 
of the signal. The filter circuit is a second order type 
so as to minimize the amplitude attenuation. The natural 
frequency and the damping ratio were carefully selected for 
the filter after considering the useful driving frequency 
range. Since the highest resonant frequency of the system 
was around 3 Hz. The natural frequency of the filter cir­
cuit was designed to be 7 Hz and a damping ratio of 0.65 
was picked. This provided a roll off of 12 db/octave 
(40 db/decade) for frequencies above 10 Hz, a phase shift 
that was a linear function of frequency (within + 5°), 
and the gain was unity +1.2 per cent below 3.5 Hz (when 
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r = 0.5), The filter used did not appreciably attenuate 
n 
any of the desired signal in the frequency region of less 
than 3 Hz which is the useful frequency range in this 
experimental set-up. The linear phase shift allowed the 
signal to be reconstructed as the output without signifi­
cant phase distortion. 
The linearity and voltage sensitivity of this cylinder 
response measuring circuit was obtained using a dial indi­
cator to measure known displacements in the y-direction. 
The output voltage from the strain gage circuit was re­
corded while increasing the cylinder responses in y-
direction. A statistical analysis of the recorded calibra­
tion data gave a straight line calibration curve with a 
slope of 1.95 volt/in., a correlation coefficient of 0.9999, 
- ^  
and a standard estimate of error of + 8.85 mv (4.54 x 10" 
in.) for displacements less than 1.2 inch. The 1.2 inch 
deflection of the cylinder is greater than the maximum 
response obtained in this experiment. A shunt resistor 
(249 k ohm) was placed in the amplifier circuit in order to 
periodically check the amplifier gain in order to maintain 
the proper sensitivity. The 249 k ohm shunt resistor in 
the cylinder response measuring circuit was found to cause 
a -0.32 volt output. 
Two force transducers were used to measure the time 
history of the fluid lift forces (F^ ). Force transducer 
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No. 1 (Senso.tec Model LKAF-30, capacity: 10 lb) which is 
placed jyst above the cylindrical model measures the 
resultant force (combined fluid lift and cylinder inertia 
forces) acting on a cylinder. Force transducer No. 2 
(Sensotec Model LKSA-30, capacity: 50 gr) measures only an 
inertia force of a small mass which is attached to this 
force transducer and is subjected to the same acceleration 
as the cylindrical model. Then, assuming the fluid forces 
in air to be essentially zero, the inertia effect of the 
cylinder can be eliminated from the force transducer No. 1 
signal by adjusting the amplifier gain for the force trans­
ducer No. 2 until the sum of the outputs from the two 
transducers becomes zero when the cylinder oscillates in 
air. When the inertia force was eliminated as much as 
possible, the 249 k ohm shunt resistor was found to cause 
a 0.54 volt output for the 1 inch OD cylinder and a 0.72 
volt output for the 2 inch OD cylinder in the output of 
the force transducer No. 2. This fact was used to period­
ically adjust the amplifier gain to maintain the proper 
sensitivity. 
The linearity and scale factor of the force trans­
ducer No. 1 and the amplifier circuit were obtained by 
attaching a horizontal string to the cylinder with the 
water removed. The string passed over a smooth pully and 
was attached to a small pan. Gram weights were placed on 
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the pan and the output voltage was recorded from a digital 
volt meter. A typical statistical analysis of the 
calibration data gave a straight line calibration curve 
with a slope (or sensitivity) of 2,08 volt/lb (= 0.468 
volt/N), a correlation coefficient of 0.9999, and a 
standard estimate of error of + 6.39 x 10"^  lb. (+2,84 
— 2 X 10" N). The force range is in the order of +4.0 lb. 
(+ 17.8 N). The 249 k ohm shunt resistor in the force 
transducer No. 1 circuit was found to cause a 4.52 volt 
output. 
Then the cross sensitivity of this force measuring 
system was checked using static forces. The force trans­
ducer No, 1 output was recorded while known static forces 
acting in the perpendicular direction were applied. For 
example, while giving a known static force in the x-direction 
the force transducer No, 1 output in the y-direction 
was measured. In this experimental set-up, the cross 
sensitivity was found to be 0,104 volt/lb (2,35 x 10"^  
volt/N), Less than 5 per cent cross sensitivity was noticed 
in this force measuring system. 
C. Experiments 
In this experiment, the cylinder driving method was 
chosen to give relative motion between fluid and cylinder. 
As shown in Figure 4, a cylindrical model is mounted on 
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flexures just below Plate C which was driven with sinu­
soidal translatory motion of x = A sin w^ t in the input 
direction (x-direction) where x is the displacement, A 
is the amplitude of driving motion, is the angular 
frequency of driving motion and t is time. Both Plate 
C and the cylinder model can either respond or be con­
strained by constraint cables when in place in the output 
direction (y-direction) as shown in Figure 4. Plate C 
was mounted on Plate B by aluminum flexures in order to 
provide the y-direction flexibility. 
Two different sizes of thin-walled light aluminum 
circular cylinders were used as test specimens. The de­
tailed specifications of each cylinder are: 
1) D = 1.0 inch 2) D = 2.0 inch 
length; 29.2 inch length: 28.5 inch 
weight: 432 gram weight: 629 gram 
(includes, fixture) (includes fixture) 
wall thickness: 0.065 inch wall thickness: 0.065 inch 
To systematically accumulate data, the cylinder input 
frequency (f^ ) was varied from 0.067 Hz to 0.67 Hz and the 
cylinder input amplitude (A) was also varied from 3 inch 
to 19 inch. For each cylinder input frequency (f^ ) and 
input amplitude (A), the fluid lift forces (Fj^ ) and the 
y-direction cylinder responses were monitored using a 
Norland model 3001 programmable digital oscilloscope. 
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These signals were analyzed using the Norland to obtain 
the frequency components of interest, root mean square 
(R.M.S.) values of the fluid lift force and the cylinder 
responses...etc., as shown in Figure 3. The detail method 
to obtain all the frequency components of interest and 
all the useful R.M.S. values are given below. 
1) fjjg (Standard natural frequency of a cylinder in y-
direction) 
The natural frequency of the cylinder in y-direction 
was obtained by taking the y-direction free damped oscil­
lation signal of the cylinder in still water. It was 
found that the natural frequency is dependent on the 
amplitude of the cylinder response in y-direction. For 
convenience, the standard natural frequency (f^ )^ was 
defined as the natural frequency when the cylinder R.M.S. 
response to cylinder diameter ratio is around 0.1. 
The standard natural frequency, when the cylinder 
length submerged in water (&) is 22 inch, is 1.585 Hz 
for the 1 inch diameter cylinder and 1.445 Hz for the 2 
inch diameter cylinder. 
2) f^  (Vortex shedding frequency) 
The vortex shedding frequency (f^ ) was obtained by 
taking the power spectral density of the measured fluid 
lift force signal using the Norland. Among the several 
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peaks in the power spectral density, the highest peak 
was considered to correspond to the vortex shedding 
frequency (f^ ). 
3) f^  (cylinder input frequency) 
The cylinder input frequency (f^ ) was constantly 
monitored during the experiment using the on-off signal 
from the microswitch placed at one end of the cylinder 
oscillating amplitude. Then the on-off signal was trans­
mitted to the Hewlett Packard model HP 528 D frequency 
counter. It was found that the input frequency (f^ ) 
could be maintained constant within 0.5 per cent error 
during the experiment. 
4) f^  (Cylinder response frequency) 
The cylinder response frequency (f^ ) was obtained by 
taking the power spectral density of the measured cylinder 
response signal using the Norland. The highest peak of 
the power spectral density was chosen as the cylinder 
response frequency (f^ ). 
5) f^  (Cylinder natural frequency in y-direction) 
During the experiment, it was observed that the cylinder 
natural frequency in y-direction varies with both the 
cylinder input frequency (f^ ) and amplitude (A). 
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The cylinder natural frequency in y-direction was 
obtained by examining the power spectral density of the 
cylinder response signal in the Norland. It was found 
that the cylinder responds in y-direction with its 
natural frequency. In other words, the cylinder response 
frequency (f^ ) is equal to the cylinder natural frequency 
(f^ ) in almost all of the cases. However, when the locked-
on condition occurs, it was found that the cylinder response 
frequency (f^ ) differed from the natural frequency (f^ ). 
so that the closed Lissajous loop as shown in Figure 1 
was obtained. Both the cylinder's natural and response 
frequencies could be easily detected from the power spectral 
density of the cylinder response signal in the y-direction 
when the locked-on condition occurred. 
Besides all of the above frequencies of interest, the 
R.M.S. values of the cylinder response and fluid lift 
force signal and the peak values of the fluid lift force 
were automatically obtained using programs in the Norland 
model 3001 data analyzing unit. The programs used in the 
Norland are listed in Appendix C. 
Keulegan and Carpenter [7] and Sarpkaya [9] made 
a simple dimensional analysis for the case of uniform 
harmonic fluid motion around a fixed circular cylinder 
and suggested that the force coefficients can be written as 
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U^ T U D 
Force coefficients = f (-xt-, ——) D ' V (2) 
= f(Keulegan-Carpenter number, 
Reynolds number) 
where 
U : Maximum fluid velocity (Maximum cylinder 
™ input velocity) (= Aw^ ) 
T: Period of harmonic fluid motion (Period of 
cylinder input motion) 
D: Cylinder diameter 
vt Kinematic viscosity of fluid. 
Evidently, U^ T/D may be replaced by 2ttA/D or simply A/D. 
where 
A: Amplitude of harmonic fluid motion (Amplitude 
of cylinder input motin) 
This study deals with the periodic fluid flow around 
an elastically mounted cylinder as well as around a fixed 
cylinder. Since the self-induced cylinder response in 
y-direction can significantly affect the force coefficients, 
it is natural to add several more parameters besides 
Reynolds and Keulegan-Carpenter numbers for the case of an 
elastically mounted cylinder. Four more nondimensional 
numbers are used in this work and are described as follows. 
f D f 
 ^T r (Strouhal number for 
t 2 71 A periodic flow) (3) 
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Af J » u) J 
" W ^ D ~ (Velocity ratio) (4) 
 ^ (5) 
FR =' (Frequency ratio) (6) 
where 
6» 
f^ : Vortex shedding frequency (= ^ ) 
f^ : Frequency of periodic fluid flow 
(Cylinder input frequency) (j^ ) 
"r f^ ; Cylinder response frequency (= g^ ) 
w 
f^ g : Standard cylinder natural frequency (= ^ )^ 
All the above nondimensional numbers were found to be 
effective in explaining the experimental data. 
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IV. EXPERBIENTAL DATA ANALYSIS 
A. A Lift Force Model 
As the cylinder is driven back and forth in a fluid 
at rest as shown in Figure 4, vortex shedding occurs and 
periodic lift forces begin to act on the cylinder. The 
cylinder, in turn, begins to respond in the y-direction. 
Like the wake oscillator model for uniform fluid flow 
around an elastic cylinder, this cylinder motion can be 
considered as a single degree of freedom forced damped 
vibration. For this case, the governing differential 
equation for cylinder motion can be written as 
Mgy + Cgyy + k^ y = F^ (^x, x, y, y, y, p, y, D, z) 
where 
Mg : structural mass 
Cgy: structural damping coefficient in y-direction 
ky: structural stiffness in y-direction 
p: fluid density 
y: fluid viscosity 
D: cylinder diameter 
Z: cylinder length submerged in fluid 
X: cylinder driving (input) displacement 
X: cylinder driving (input) velocity 
y : cylinder response (output) displacement 
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y: cylinder response (output) velocity 
y : cylinder response (output) acceleration 
After considering that the lift forces are due to 
periodic vortices, a simple fluid lift force model is 
proposed to be given by 






lift force coefficient 
cylinder driving (input) velocity 
vortex shedding angular frequency 
fluid damping coefficient 
: fluid added mass coefficient in the y-direction 
Since the cylinder is driven sinusoidally, the cylinder 
velocity becomes 
" A(o^ Sin(w^ t) (9) 
where 
0)^ : cylinder driving (input) angular frequency 
From Equations 7, 8 and 9, there results 
My + Cy + k^ y = 0%^ ^^  (U^ )^ sin(w^ t) (10) 
where 
2 
M = Mg + C^ y(^ ^^ P^ ); Total system mass 
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C = Cg + C^ : Total damping coefficient 
then, 
F*(t) = CL^ (U^ )^ sin(fi)^ t) 
= Cj^ -^ (^Au^ )^ sin^ (w^ t)sin(a)^ t) (11) 
From Equation 11 it can be seen that the vortex shedding 
frequency and the cylinder driving frequency play an impor­
tant role in determining the fluid lift forces. 
The vortex shedding frequency was observed to be related 
to the A/D ratio and the cylinder driving frequency (f^ ). 
Except for several special cases (when f^ /f^  = integer... 
etc.), the resulting vortex shedding frequency made the 
f^ D , f D 
Strouhal number (S = ï^ ) drop into the range 
 ^ d^^  
of 0.15 - 0.20. 
It is worthwhile to consider the ratio of vortex shed­
ding frequency to the cylinder driving frequency. For this 
purpose let 
(12) 
where the physical meaning of this ratio is the number 
of vortices generated during one back and forth oscillation 
of the cylinder; i.e., vortices/cylinder input (driving) 
cycle. 
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From Equations 11 and 12 
F^ *(t) = Cj^ ^^ (A£o^ )^ sin^ (u)^ t)sin(nu)^ t) 
o D o  0  l-cos(2wjt) 
= 2 sin (nwjt) 
= sin(nw^ t) - s^in(Ti+2)a)^ t-^ sin(n-2)a)^ t 
Then the lift force becomes 
2sin(nw^ t) - sin(n+2)w^ t - sin(n-2)w^ t 
(13) 
Judging from Equation 13, the expected frequency 
components of fluid lift forces are nf^ , (n+2)f^  and 
(n-2)f^ ; or f^ , f^  + 2fj and f^  - 2f^  where f^  = 
According to this model in Equation 13, the largest 
frequency component is the one corresponding to the vortex 
shedding frequency with two small side band components. 
The amplitude of these three components is dependent on the 
cylinder driving frequency (f^ ) and amplitude of input 
motion (A). 
As mentioned previously,, the f^ /f^  ratio is determined 
by the A/D ratio and the Strouhal number (S^ ). To verify 
this fluid lift model, a comparison between the theoretical 
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shape of the lift force and the experimentally measured lift 
force was made. 
A measured fluid lift force time history for A/D = 
6.0 (D.= 2.0 inch and A = 12.0 inch) and f^  = 0.154 Hz 
acting on a fixed cylinder (no responses in y-direction) 
is shown in Figure 5. The corresponding frequency 
components of the measured lift force are shown in Figure 
6. Figure 6 was obtained by taking power spectral density 
of the measured fluid lift force signal. Here it is evident 
that there are three significant frequency components. The 
largest of these components occurs at a frequency that is 
7 times the bylinder driving frequency (f^ ). That means 
f^ /f^  = 7 and indicates that 7 vortices are generated during 
one back and forth cylinder input oscillation. And also 
the two side bands occur at 5f^  (which is f^  - 2fj) and 
9f^  (which is f^  + 2f^ ) as predicted from the simple 
theoretical model of Equation 13. The theoretical shape 
of the fluid lift force time history was drawn from equation 
13 using n = 7 and is also shown in Figure 5 where A, B, 
and C are used to identify equivalent peaks. The general 
agreement in wave shape between the measured and predicted 
time history is remarkable considering the complexity of 
the phenomenon where the cylinder moves back and forth in 
its own wake. 
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During the experiment, it was noticed that the shape 
of the lift forces was not always consistent; i.e., the 
f^ /f^  ratio changed from time to time. The f^ /f^  ratio 
was found to vary with little or no change in the cylinder 
driving (input) conditions. These variations in behavior 
are most likely due to the complex mechanisms associated 
with the vortex shedding characteristics of a cylinder 
moving in its own wake. These vortex shedding changes 
are related to the Strouhal number (S^ ) and the 
ratio as discussed in the following sections. 
B. The Natural Frequency of the 
Cylinder in Y-direction (f^ ) 
The natural frequency of the elastically mounted 
cylinder was found to vary with operating conditions, 
suggesting that the problem is nonlinear as most fluid-
structure interaction problems are. 
If it is assumed that the damping is very small, the 
natural frequency of a cylinder in y-direction is obtained 
from Equation 10 to be 
^n ' è \[ï (14) 
In the calibration procedure, it was observed that 
the stiffness in y-direction (k^ ) is constant for deflec­
tions less than 1.2 inches. This implies that the natural 
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frequency variation is due to a change in the fluid added 
mass. 
It was observed that the change in natural frequency 
can be related to several parameters such as the cylinder 
response in the y-direction (y), the ratio of cylinder 
driving motion amplitude to cylinder diameter ratio (A/D), 
and the cylinder driving frequency (f^). 
First, the effect of cylinder response motion (y) on 
the cylinder natural frequency was examined. For a 2 
inch diameter cylinder, a damped free oscillation signal 
in still water was monitored. From this y-direction 
damped free oscillation signal, the variation of the 
natural frequency with cylinder response was observed. 
For convenience, two nondimensional numbers were intro­
duced. The first is the ratio of natural frequency to 
the already defined standard natural frequency (f^/f^g) 
and the second is the ratio of R.M.S. response of the 
cylinder to cylinder diameter • Assuming that each 
cycle of the damped free oscillation is sinusoidal, the 
R.M.S. value of the cylinder response (y^g) could be 
calculated by multiplying the peak cylinder response by 
0.707. 
Then, the natural frequency ratio (f^/for a 2 
inch diameter cylinder was plotted against the ratio of 
R.M.S. cylinder response to cylinder diameter (y^g/®) 
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as shown in Figure 7. It can be seen in Figure 7 that 
the variation of cylinder natural frequency due to the 
cylinder responses is less than 1 per cent ^o long as 
is less than 0.4. It is known that the maximum 
response of an elastically mounted cylinder exposed to 
uniform fluid flow is about one diameter peak to peak. 
That is equivalent to a ratio of 0.35. Considering 
the uniform fluid flow around an elastically mounted 
cylinder, 0.4 was chosen as the estimated maximum 
ratio in case of an oscillating flow around an elastically 
mounted cylinder. A value of 0.4 was obtained by experi­
ment. Figure 7 also shows the natural frequency decreases 
as the cylinder responses increase. This trend suggests 
that the fluid added mass increases as the cylinder 
responses grow. 
Next, the A/D ratio and the cylinder driving frequency 
(f^) effect on the natural frequency was carefully examined. 
As discussed previously, the cylinder natural frequency in 
the y-direction was obtained by taking the power spectral 
density of the cylinder response signal while varying the 
cylinder driving conditions (cylinder driving amplitude to 
diameter ratio (A/D) and the cylinder oscillating frequency 
(f^)). Special care was taken to choose natural frequency 
from the power spectral density of the cylinder response 
signal as explained before. Then the natural frequency ratio 
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for a 2-inch diameter cylinder was plotted against 
^ Af, 
the nondimensional number —) as shown in Figure 8. 
ns 
The least squares statistical analysis of the plot in 
Figure 8 shows that the natural frequency ratio is constant 
when < 0.95 and the ratio varies linearly with when 
> 0.95. 
For the 2-inch diameter cylinder 
frv 
= 1.0 when V * <0.95 (15) 
n^s 
^ = 0.17 V *  + 0.84 when V *  > 0.95 (16) 
n^s  ^  ^
The correlation coefficient for the straight line fit of 
these data points is 0.93. As shown in Figure 8 the natural 
frequency is seen to be constant when V^* < 0.95 (for 
relatively slow cylinder driving frequency along with large 
motion in the y-direction) and to increase linearly when 
> 0.95 (for relatively fast driving frequency along with 
small motion in the y-direction). It was observed that the 
natural frequency increases about 10 per cent above the 
standard natural frequency (f^^) when reaches 1.50. 
This means that the effective mass of the cylinder appears 
to decrease as increases implying that the fluid added 
mass must decrease with an increasing V^*. The frequency 
ratio (f^/f^g) for the 2-inch diameter cylinder when driving 
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in air was measured to be 1.11 (f^ = 1.601 Hg and = 
1,445 Hz). Hence, it is anticipated that the cylinder 
has negative added mass when exceeds 1.56 as shown in 
Figure 8. These results are similar to those obtained by 
Sarpkaya [9], He measured negative added mass from 
oscillating fluid flow around a fixed cylinder. It is 
not known whether Equations 15 and 16 apply to other sized 
cylinders since different sized cylinders have different 
fluid added mass. It is believed, however, that the trends 
for variation of cylinder natural frequency are the same 
for other sized cylinders. The cylinder added mass due to 
fluid flow around the cylinder increases as the cylinder 
response increases. On the other hand, the fluid added 
mass decreases as the nondimensional number increases 
above a value around unity. 
At this point, it is only an interesting observation 
to note that is the ratio between the maximum input 
velocity (cylinder driving velocity) = Zirf^A and the 
maximum response velocity in the y-direction at reasonance 
Uy = Zmf^gD assuming the maximum response is about one 
diameter. 
C. The Vortex Shedding Frequency (f^) 
The vortex shedding frequency (f^) plays a very 
important role in determining the cylinder response and 
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the fluid lift forces acting on the cylinder. Judging from 
Equation 10, the vortex shedding frequency (f^) determines 
the shape of the exciting forces acting on a cylinder in 
y-direction. It can be anticipated that when the vortex 
shedding frequency matches with the system natural fre­
quency, a resonance condition takes place. 
The so-called Strouhal number (S^) is widely used to 
describe the vortex shedding phenomenon whether the fluid 
flow around a cylinder is steady or unsteady. In the 19th 
century, Strouhal was the first to relate the vortex 
shedding frequency to the fluid flow velocity and the 
cylinder diameter and defined the Strouhal number (S^) for 
steady fluid flow around a circular cylinder. It is not 
proper to use the Strouhal number, defined for steady flow, 
in unsteady fluid flow problems since the fluid flow 
velocity is not constant. However, with some modification, 
the Strouhal number (S^) can be used for certain unsteady 
flow problems. Sarpkaya [9] used Strouhal number for 
oscillating fluid flow by replacing the steady fluid flow 
velocity with the maximum fluid flow velocity. For a 
circular cylinder the Strouhal number (S^) is usually 
defined as 
f D 
St = for steady flow (17) 
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which is modified to 
for periodic flow (18) 
m 
where 
D: cylinder diameter 
U: fluid velocity in steady flow 
Maximum fluid velocity in oscillating flow 
(= Aw^ ) 
It is well-known that the Strouhal number (S^) is 
approximately 0.2 for a fixed smooth cylinder located in 
steady uniform fluid flow in the subcritical Reynolds 
number range of 500 to 100,000 [3, 41]. In the oscillating 
fluid flow case, vortex shedding behavior is not as simple 
as it is in the steady fluid flow case since the cylinder 
moves in its own wake. Sarpkaya [8, 9] studied Strouhal 
number variations for a fixed cylinder located in an 
oscillating fluid flow. He concluded that does not 
remain constant around 0.2 in the subcritical Reynolds 
number region as in the steady flow case. He also found 
that depends on both K (Keulegan - Carpenter number or 
period parameter) and Re (Reynolds number). Sarpkaya 
observed the upper limit of the S^ to be about 0.2 for 
Reynolds numbers smaller than about 50,000. At large values 
of Re, the S^ increases to about 0.3 in oscillating fluid 
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flow around a fixed cylinder. On the other hand. Griffin 
[21] studied the vortex shedding frequency in the wake of 
an oscillating cylinder. He observed the variations 
for a cylinder oscillating normal to a uniform steady fluid 
flow. He found the wake to be 0.178 for Reynolds number 
in the range of 700 to 50,000. 
This research deals with the behavior of a cylinder 
free to respond to an oscillating fluid flow and is equiva­
lent to a combination of both Sarpkaya's and Griffin's 
experimental conditions. 
In this experiment, the vortex shedding frequency (f^) 
was obtained from the power spectral density frequency 
measurements of the directly measured fluid lift forces 
acting on a cylinder. Out of several peaks from the fluid 
lift force power spectral density, the largest peak was 
considered to be the vortex shedding frequency as predicted 
from the Equation 13, 
All the experiments were performed in the range of 
Re = 3,000 to 40,000 and K(=2Tr^) = 15 to 120. In order 
to portray the relationship between vortex shedding 
frequency f^, the cylinder driving frequency f^, the 
Keulegen - Carpenter number K, and Strouhal number S^, 
the fy/f^ ratio was plotted as a function of K as shown 
in Figure 9 for several different cylinder driving 
frequencies. The cylinder was both fixed and released 
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for these measurements. A released cylinder means that 
the cylinder oscillates with free responses in the y-
direction, while a fixed cylinder is the case where the 
cylinder is constrained from moving in the y-direction. 
As shown in Equation 18, the Strouhal number in an 
oscillating fluid flow can be determined if the f^/f^ ratio 
and the Keulegan - Carpenter number are known since 
f^/f^ = X K. Thus a constant Strouhal number gives 
a straight line in Figure 9. For reference, two constant 
Strouhal number lines of S^ = 0.15 and S^ = 0.20 were drawn 
in Figure 9. In the case of the fixed cylinder exposed to 
oscillating fluid flow, the Strouhal number always drops 
in the narrow range of from 0^15 to 0.20 for all the 
different cylinder driving frequencies and different 
Keulegan - Carpenter numbers. This fact matches quite 
well with Sarpkaya's results [9]. He found that the 
Strouhal number is not constant for oscillating fluid 
flow around a fixed cylinder as is the case for steady 
fluid flow. He found that S^ varies for periodic fluid 
flow with 8^ having an upper limit of 0.20 in the sub-
critical range of Reynolds number. In the released 
cylinder case, it was found that the Strouhal number is 
also in the 0.15 to 0.20 range with one exception. That 
exception is the so-called locked-on region. In addition 
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to the locked-on phenomenon, several other important facts 
should be noted in regard to Figure 9. 
First, the vortex shedding frequency (f^) increases 
with increasing values of the Keulegan - Carpenter number 
(K) for both the fixed and released cylinder. Many previous 
studies have been done on the vortex shedding frequency 
(f^). Those by Bidde [38], Sarpkaya [9], and Isaacson 
[42] are particularly important to note here. Bidde [38] 
and Sarpkaya [9] said that the vortex shedding frequency 
(fy) increases as K increases and also found f^ = 2f^ 
independent of the value of the Keulegan - Carpenter 
number. On the other hand, Isaacson [42] could not find 
the vortex shedding frequency at twice the cylinder 
oscillating frequency (f^ = 2f^). He only found that the 
vortex shedding frequency (f^) increases with K; a result 
that supports the results shown in Figure 9. 
Second, for low Keulegan - Carpenter numbers, the 
fy/f^ ratio always had an integer value. On the other 
hand, for relatively high K (for K > 80) noniiiteger 
f^/f^ ratios were observed. As mentioned before, the 
fy/fj^ ratio is a measure of the number of vortices actually 
shed during a single back and forth cylinder motion. 
For relatively low values of K and A/D ratio, the number 
of vortices generated during a single cylinder driving 
period occur as integer multiples of the cylinder driving 
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frequency f^. Apparently, under these integer conditions, 
it is possible to have the vortices take up fixed relative 
positions with respect to one another so that the cylinder 
moves easily amongst the vortices as shown in Figure 4. 
Each cylinder/vortex interaction causes two things to happen. 
First, a locked-on vortex strengthening takes place so 
that the correlation of vortex shedding along the length 
of the cylinder is improved. Second, the improved cor­
relation causes larger lift forces so that the cylinder 
responds: with larger amplitudes in the y-direction. Also 
it must be pointed out that under these conditions, the 
cylinder returns to a previously shed vortex before that 
vortex has any significant time to escape from its location 
relative to the cylinder motion. The above entrapment of 
vortices in a fixed spatial pattern begins to break down 
when the Keulegan - Carpenter number exceeds a value of 
approximately 80 (A/D > 13). In this case, a large number 
of vortices are generated for each back and forth cylinder 
motion. There is sufficient time for a vortex generated 
during the initial part of the cylinder driving motion 
to dissipate as well as change location before the cylinder 
returns to interact with that vortex a second time. This 
type of fluid structure interaction causes inconsistent 
vortex shedding as well as noninteger f^/f^ ratios as 
shown in Figure 9. 
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Third, the most important factor to be locked-on is 
that fn/fd = fv/fd = integer. More details about the locked-
on phenomenon will be discussed in a latter section. 
D. The Cylinder Response Frequency (f^) 
The cylinder response frequency (f^) was obtained from 
the power spectral density frequency analysis of the 
cylinder response signal. Then the nondimensional number 
1 Df 
plotted against the f^^/f^ ratio in 
R d 
Figure 10 for the 1 inch cylinder and in Figure 11 for the 
2 inch cylinder. In these figures, the straight lines 
with different A/D ratios show the case where the cylinder 
vibrates in the y-direction with the cylinder standard 
natural frequency, f^g(D = 1.0; f^^ = 1.585 Hz, D = 2.0; 
f = 1.445 Hz when z = 22 inch). In other words, the 
straight lines show the case when f^ = f^^. It can also 
be seen in those figures that most of the points lie on 
the straight line with two exceptions. The first is the 
locked-on region while the second is the lower part of 
each line, especially for the 2-inch cylinder. As dis­
cussed before, the differences between the straight line 
and the data points in the lower part of each line is 
due to the cylinder natural frequency variation. Already 
it was mentioned that the cylinder natural frequency (f^) 
for the 2-inch cylinder increases up to more than 10 
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per cent above the standard natural frequency (f^g) as 
increases as shown in Figure 8. 
A strong tendency to be locked-on was observed during 
the experiments when an integer f^^/f^ ratio occurred; 
especially when the A/D ratio is less than 10 and the value 
of l/(2mVp) is in the range of from 0.15 to 0.32. 
Usually the locked-on phenomenon is explained as the 
fact that the vortex shedding frequency (f^) adheres to 
the cylinder natural frequency (f^) when a bluff body is 
exposed to a steady fluid flow and subjected to vortex 
induced vibration in the wake. 
In the case of an oscillating fluid flow around a 
circular cylinder as in this experiment, another type of 
locked-on phenomenon was observed. The vortex shedding 
frequency (f^) changes to match either the cylinder natural 
frequency (f^) or to the cylinder response frequency (f^). 
That is, the cylinder response frequency (f^) tracks the 
vortex shedding frequency so that the f^/f^ ratio remains 
an integer in the region of an integer f^/f^ ratio. In 
other words, the cylinder response is determined to make 
the cylinder follow a path in the fluid so that a closed 
loop is formed when the f^/f^ ratio is in the region of 
an integer value. The steps in the straight lines shown 
in Figure 10 and Figure 11 indicate when locked-on and 
a closed cylinder path occur. It is natural to say that a 
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lower A/D ratio can give the locked-on condition more 
easily than a higher A/D ratio case. For the low A/D 
ratio case, the vortex shedding pattern is more consistent 
than in the high A/D ratio case as discussed previously. 
Thus it is harder to be locked-on for large A/D ratios, 
since the vortex shedding is inconsistent compared to the 
low A/D ratio case. 
It seems that the locked-on phenomenon is a combined 
result of the vortex shedding frequency (f ), the cylinder 
V 
natural frequency (f^), the cylinder driving frequency (f^), 
the cylinder response frequency (f^), and the driving 
amplitude to cylinder diameter ratio (A/D). 
Before running the experiment, it was suspected that the 
fn/fd ratio is the most important factor to the locked-on 
phenomenon. As shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 all the 
locked-on phenomenon were observed near integer f^/fj ra­
tio. A low A/D ratio has a wider range of ^ ng/f^ locked-
on to occur than in the large A/D ratio case. It was sus­
pected that the A/D ratio played an important role for the 
locked-on condition to occur, particularly integer values. It 
was found that integer ratios do not make a big difference. On 
the other hand, the f^/f^ ratio having integer values is very 
important in determining the cylinder locked-on condition. 
The cylinder natural frequency (f^) was also obtained 
from the power spectral density frequency analysis of the 
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cylinder response signal in exactly the same way as the 
cylinder response frequency (f^). The cylinder response 
frequency (f^) could be identified from the cylinder 
natural frequency (f^) by considering the locked-on phenom-
enon around an integer f^/f^ ratio. Except for the locked-
on regions, the cylinder response in the y-direction was 
at its natural frequency (f^). Only in the locked-on 
region was the cylinder response frequency (f^) different 
from its natural frequency (f^). 
E. The Relationship between the Vortex Shedding 
Frequency (f^), the Cylinder Natural Frequency (f^), 
and the Cylinder Response Frequency (f^) 
If the cylinder driving frequency (f^) and the A/D 
ratio are known, then the vortex shedding frequency (f^) 
determines the corresponding Strouhal number (S^ = 
Df^y(2nAf^)), the cylinder response frequency (f^) 
determines (= (Af^j)/(Df^)) and the standard natural 
frequency (f^^) determines Vg*(= (Af^)/(Df^^)). In order 
to directly compare all three frequency components (f^, 
f^, and fp), l/(2n) was multiplied to the inverse of 
and V^*. These three quantities (S^, l/(2^Vj^), and 
1/(2trVj^*)) were plotted together against the f^s/^d ^^^io 
in the upper part of Figures 12 through 16 for different 
A/D ratio and cylinder diameters. In those figures, the 
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solid straight line represents the l/(2nVp*)(= (Df^^),/(2Af^) ) 
numbers, the 'a * character is for the Strouhal number 
(= (Df^)/(2iTAf^)), and the 'o' character is for the non-
dimensional number l/(2mVg)(= (Df^)/(2%Af^)). A careful 
examination of these figures reveals that the graphs can 
be divided into three distinct regions; lower, mid, and 
upper parts of the f^g/^d r&tio. 
In the lower f^s^^d f&tio region, the vortex shedding 
frequency (f^) is always higher than the cylinder response 
frequency (f^) and the cylinder natural frequency (f^). In 
this region, a very interesting relationship between the 
vortex shedding frequency (f^) and the cylinder response 
frequency (f^) was observed to be f^ = f^ - 2f^. This 
means that the cylinder response frequency (f^) is the 
same with the lower side band of the lift force model 
given in Equation 13. In other words, the cylinder 
exciting frequency (the vortex shedding frequency) mismatches 
with the cylinder response frequency by two times the 
cylinder dividing frequency in this region. 
Figure 17 shows a typical frequency analysis for this 
lower f&tio region. The case shown (A/D = 6.0 and 
fns/^d ~ 5.30) matches with the lower f^s^'^d ^^tio section 
of Figure 16. These peaks (1.514 Hz, 2.100 Hz, and 2.660 Hz) 
were found in this lift force frequency analysis as expected 
from the lift force model, Equation 13. In addition, it 
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was observed that the cylinder response frequency (f^) 
occurs at 1.514 Hz (= 5.30 f^) and mismatches with the 
main vortex shedding frequency (f^) of 2.100 Hz (7.35 f^) 
by 2 f^. In other words, the lower side band of the lift 
force excites the cylinder in the lower f^s^^d 
region. 
For the mid-range of the ratio, the vortex 
shedding frequency (f^) always matches with the cylinder 
response frequency (f^) and the cylinder natural frequency 
(f^). It was also observed that the vortex shedding 
frequency (f^) changes to make the Strouthal number stay 
in the range of from 0.15 to 0.20. 
Figure 18 shows a typical frequency analysis for a 
mid-range of the f^s^^d ^^tio. The case shown (A/D = 6.0 
and ~ 6.22) matches with the mid-range of the 
ratio of Figure 16. Three peaks (0.990 Hz, 1.464 Hz, and 
1.953 Hz) were also found in the lift force frequency 
analysis, similar to the lower f^g/f^j ratio region case. 
It was found that the cylinder response frequency (f^) 
occurs at 1.464 Hz (= 6.22 f^) and matches the main vortex 
shedding frequency (f^) which occurs also at 1.464 Hz 
(= 6.22 fjj). In this case, the vortex shedding frequency 
(f^) excites the cylinder at its natural frequency. The 
resulting cylinder motion and the vortex sheddings strongly 
interact and support each other to give large amplitudes 
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of cylinder responses. The so-called locked-on phenomenon 
appears in this mid-range of the ratio. 
For the upper range of the ratio, the vortex 
shedding frequency (f^) is always lower than the cylinder 
response frequency (f^) except for several data points 
which correspond to a locked-on condition. In most of the 
cases of this upper region, the vortex shedding frequency 
adjusts to make the Strouhal number between 0.15-0.20. 
This result is the same as that obtained for a fixed 
cylinder exposed to an oscillating fluid flow as discussed 
previously. The reason why the Strouhal number in the upper 
region of the f^g/fd ratio appear similar to those for the 
fixed cylinder case is that there occurs little cylinder 
response, giving a nearly constrained condition. 
Figure 19 shows a typical frequency analysis for the 
upper region of the fj^g/f^j ratio. The case shown (A/D = 6.0 
and f /f, = 8.89) corresponds to the upper f /f, ratio 
lis Q XiS u 
region in Figure 16. In this case, the cylinder is excited 
by three lift force components locked at 0.732 Hz (= 4.94 
fj), 1.02 Hz (= 6.92 fj) and 1.318 Hz (= 8.89 f^). The 
dominant lift force component occurs at 1.025 Hz (= 6.92 f^), 
sùggésting this to be the vortex shedding frequency with 
two éide band components of 4.94 f^ and 8.89 f^ as pre­
dicted in Equation 15. The dominant cylinder response 
frequency (f^), however, occurs at 1.318 Hz (= 8.89 f^), 
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(giving the relationship of f^ = f^ + 2f^. In other 
words, the cylinder is excited by the upper side band 
component of the lift forces. The cylinder response 
frequency (f^) mismatches with the vortex shedding frequency 
by two times the cylinder oscillating frequency (f^). 
However, Figures 12 to 16 show that the f^ = f^ + 2f^, 
relationship in the upper region is not as con­
sistent as in the lower ratio region where f^ = 
^v " ^ ^d consistently maintained. A clear reason 
could not be found in this work. It is believed, for 
the upper f^s^^d f&tio region, that the strength of vortex 
shedding seems to be less strong than in the mid and lower 
fns/^d z^^io regions. In turn, this causes weaker cylinder 
responses so that the cylinder response frequency (f^) 
becomes less correlated with the vortex shedding frequency 
< V -
F. The Cylinder Response Amplitude in Y-direction (y) 
In this section, the cylinder response in the y-
direction due to an oscillating fluid flow was closely 
examined. The R.M.S. (root mean square) value of cylinder 
response (y^^^g) was calculated to represent the cylinder 
response amplitude and the Yj^g/D ratio was plotted against 
the ratio in the lower part of Figures 12 to 16 
for different diameters and A/D ratios. The f^g/f^ ratio 
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was chosen for the independent variable because it is 
believed to be the most important parameter for determining 
the cylinder responses. By combining these data with the 
frequency analysis results on the same graph sheet, it is 
easy to directly compare results as shown in Figures 12 to 
16. 
Several (Griffin [21]; Durgin, March, and Lëfebvre [43]; 
...etc.) investigators have studied self-excited cylinder 
oscillations placed in a uniform steady flow. Griffin [21] 
observed and studied the self-limiting cylinder motion for 
an elastically mounted cylinder in uniform fluid flow. He 
found that as the amplitude of cylinder vibration is in­
creased beyond approximately 0.5D, the symmetric pattern of 
alternately spaced vortices began to break up. He concluded 
that this vortex break up implies that the vortex induced 
forces on a cylinder are self-limiting at circular vibra­
tion amplitudes on the order of one diameter peak to peak. 
In the case of periodic fluid flow, the vortex 
shedding patterns are much more complicated than for the 
uniform steady flow case. The one diameter peak to peak 
maximum response is nearly applicable to the oscillating 
fluid flow case. It was found that the maximum cylinder 
response amplitude goes up to 1.15 D peak to peak; and then, 
tends to decrease as the A/D ratio increases as shown in 
Figures 12 to 16. 
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In the periodic fluid flow case, the amplitude of a 
cylinder response seems to be determined by several factors 
Quch as the A/D ratio and all the frequency components 
which include f^, f^, f^, and f^. It was observed that 
certain special cases of these factors strongly affect the 
cylinder response amplitudes. These special cases are 
explained as follows. 
i) The vortex shedding strength is one of the 
most important factors in determining the 
cylinder response amplitude. It was observed 
that strong vortex shedding occurs when the 
fy/f^ ratio is an integer and the Strouhal 
number (S^ = (Df^) / (2TrAf^) is in the narrow 
range of 0.15-0.20. 
ii) The f^/f^ ratio is believed to play an important 
role in determining when large cylinder re­
sponses occur. An integer f^/f^ ratio 
corresponds to larger amplitudes than 
the case for a noninteger f^/f^ ratio. 
iii) An integer f^/f^ ratio corresponds to a closed 
loop of the cylinder paths. However, an integer 
f^/f^ ratio by itself is not sufficient for large 
amplitudes to occur. It must be associated 
with an integer f^/f^ ratio as well as for the 
sharp increases in cylinder responses to occur. 
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iv) When = f^, a resonance condition exists. 
However, as the cylinder response grows, 
the vortex shedding patterns and the cylinder 
natural frequency are changed. These changes 
lead to the self-limiting of the cylinder 
responses. 
To clarify the effects of the A/D ratio and all the 
frequency components, including f^, f^, f^, and f^, on 
the cylinder response amplitudes, the cylinder responses 
for each special case were carefully examined taking 
Figure 16 (A/D = 6.0 and D = 2.0 inch) as an example. All 
the identifying characters (A, B, C, D,...etc.) for each 
special case were placed on the matching place in Figure 16. 
A) fj-/fd En/fd = fy/fd = Integer, 0.15<S^.<0.20. 
In this case, the cylinder path makes a closed loop 
(f^/f^ = integer) and the cylinder vibrates at its natural 
frequency (f^ = f^). Also high fluid lift forces can be 
expected from strong and stable vortex shedding patterns 
(f^/f^ = integer and 0.15<S^<0,20) since the cylinder 
tends to move around a stable vortex shedding pattern. The 
highest cylinder response amplitude is expected for this 
condition. 
B) f^/fjj = f^/fd " fy/^d ^ integer, 0.15<S^<0.20 
In this case, the cylinder responds at its natural ' 
frequency (f^ = f^) but the cylinder path does not make a 
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closed loop. This open loop causes the cylinder to pass 
through its own wake so that the vortex shedding strength 
is not as high as in the case A. Also the ratio is 
not integer in this case. The cylinder response,amplitude 
is still high but less than that of the case A. 
C) ff/fj = fy/fd = Integer f^/f^ # f^/f^ 
In this case, the cylinder motion makes a closed loop 
as in the case A, but the cylinder vibration frequency 
differs from its natural frequency and significant response 
amplitude drops were observed. 
D) Integer f^/f^ f Integer f^/f0.15<S^<0.20 
In this case, the cylinder motion makes a closed loop 
as in cases A and C, but all the frequency components are 
different from each other. Even though strong vortices 
exist for this case, the cylinder response amplitudes are 
very low due to mismatches of vortex shedding and the 
cylinder-natural frequencies. 
E) fp/fj = f^/fd = f^Yfj-Zf Integer, 0.15<St<0.20 
In this case, the cylinder path does not make a closed 
loop, but the cylinder vibrates at its natural frequency. 
As explained previously, the cylinder is excited by the 
lower side band of the fluid lift force. It seems that 
the lower side band correlates well with the cylinder 
natural frequencies and creates strong vortices which, in 
turn, creates quite high cylinder responses. 
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In considering all of the above cases, it appears 
that a certain combination of all the frequency components 
is more important for determining cylinder response ampli­
tudes in oscillating fluid flow than the standard non-
dimensional numbers such as Reynolds number, Keulegan -
Carpenter number ... etc. Also this fact can be applied 
to explain the fluid force coefficient data which are 
discussed in the next section. 
G. The Fluid Lift Force Coefficient 
^^ L(pk) L^(RMS)) 
The fluid lift force coefficient was examined for 
different cylinder diameters and A/D ratios. From Equations 
10 and 11, the peak and R.M.S. fluid lift force coefficient 
can be defined as 
r> _ Max. Lift Force 
'L(pk) - 0.5pD.(A.^ )^  
r, _ R.M.S. of Lift Force 
" 0.5pD«(A»<j)^   ^^  
Sarpkaya [9] studied identically defined fluid lift 
force coefficients. He measured fluid lift forces directly 
acting on a fixed cylinder in an oscillating fluid flow 
field, and calculated the lift force coefficients. He 
said that for Reynolds number smaller than about 20,000, 
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the lift force coefficient depends primarily on Keulegan -
Carpenter number, and in the Reynolds number range of 
from 20,000 to 100,000, the coefficient depends both on 
Reynolds and Keulegan - Carpenter number. But unlike 
Sarpkaya, this research deals with the lift force coef­
ficient for an elastically mounted smooth cylinder exposed 
to an oscillating flow field. For an elastically mounted 
cylinder, it was found that the f^/f^ ratio plays an 
important role in determining the force coefficient as 
well as both Reynolds and Keulegan - Carpenter numbers. 
The experimental lift force coefficients were plotted 
against the ratios in Figures 20 to 22. The upper 
part of the figures shows the peak lift force coefficients 
while the lower part shows the R.M.S. lift force coeffi­
cients. As seen in the figures, the R.M.S. force coeffi­
cients exhibit the same functional dependence as the peak 
values. 
Even though the experimental conditions are different, 
it is worthwhile to compare these results with Sarpkaya*s 
data [9]. Figure 20 shows the case where Keulegan -
Carpenter number was constant (K = 25.1) and the Reynolds 
number was varied by changing the cylinder driving frequency 
(fj). The peak lift force coefficients which 
Sarpkaya obtained for each corresponding Reynolds and 
Keulegan - Carpenter numbers were plotted as a dotted 
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line in the upper part of Figure 20. The dotted line 
matches quite well with the value of the peak lift force 
coefficient in this work when the f^^/f^ ratio is around 
3.3, 4.6, 5.6 and 7.4. It was found, in each of these 
regions where Sarpkaya's data matches with this experiment, 
that very low cylinder response amplitudes occurred as shown 
in the lower part of Figure 12. In other words, the lift 
force coefficients for an elastically mounted cylinder 
with very low response amplitudes are almost the same with 
those of a fixed cylinder. This fact indicates that this 
experiment and Sarpkaya's [9] experiment support each 
other. 
It was also found that the cylinder vibration in y-
direction generally increases the lift force coefficients. 
As shown in Figures 20 to 22, there is a trend that an 
integer ratio gives high cylinder response amplitudes 
and also a sharp increase of lift force coefficient espe­
cially, for the low Keulegan - Carpenter number region. 
It was observed that the lift force coefficient increases 
up to twice of that for a fixed cylinder in certain cases. 
Practically, the maximum lift force coefficients are 
important in determining design loads. In Figure 23 and 
Figure 24, the maximum lift force coefficient is plotted 
against the Keulegan - Carpenter number. As drawn in the 
figures, both the maximum peak lift force coefficient (Max. 
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^L(pk)) the maximum R.M.S. lift force coefficient 
(Max. decreases as the Keulegan - Carpenter 
numbers increase. Using nonlinear regression curve 
fitting techniques for the data points, empirical equations 
for the data were obtained to be 
Max. Cj^cpk) = 10.85 (21) 
and 
Max. CL(jyj^S) ~ 4.45 K (22) 
Wilson [39] also obtained the maximum R.M.S. lift 
force coefficient for elastically mounted small tubes 
(D = 0.25 and 0.5 inch) in an oscillating fluid flow. 
He measured the cylinder R.M.S. response amplitudes, 
the effective mass of the cylinder, and the cylinder 
damping coefficient in order to obtain maximum lift force 
coefficient by an indirect means. Then, using a wake 
oscillator type of model, he also developed an empirical 
relationship for the maximum value for his models. 
His empirical relationship was found to be 
Max. C^(RMS) = 3.69 (23) 
This relationship is plotted in Figure 24 as 'o' 
characters, and shows that the trend is almost identical 
with this experiment. The differences of Max. 
value between Wilson's work and this experiment 
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appeared to be less than 10 per cent. When considering the 
very complicated fluid-structure interaction mechanism and 
the two different methods used to obtain the lift force 
coefficients, a 10 per cent variation shows good agreement. 
This experiment supports Wilson's results and the indirect 




This study reveals several interesting facts about 
the self-induced cylinder vibrations due to an oscillating 
fluid flow. 
These include; 
1. Experimental results support the simple theoretical 
model of fluid lift forces acting on an elastically mounted 
cylinder as shown in Equation 11 for a range of Re (3,000 
to 40,000) and K (15 to 120). There are three dominant 
peak frequency components in the directly measured fluid 
lift forces as predicted in the theoretical model of 
Equation 13. The three frequency components are one at the 
lower side band (f^ - 2f^), one at the vortex shedding 
frequency (f^), and one at an upper side band (f^ + 2f^). 
2. The natural frequency of an elastically mounted 
cylinder in y-direction has been found to vary with dif­
ferent operating conditions. As shown in Figures 7 and 
8, the variation of the natural frequency due to cylinder 
response motion is very small (less than 1 per cent for 
2-inch diameter cylinder). However, the natural frequency 
varies significantly with the nondimensional number 
Af J 
Vp* (= —). When is less than 0.95 the cylinder 
natural frequency is almost constant, but when V^* is 
greater than 0.95 the cylinder natural frequency increases 
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as Vg^* increases. The increase of the cylinder natural 
frequency can be explained by changes in the fluid 
added mass. As increases, fluid added mass is reduced 
and in turn the cylinder natural frequency increases. In 
this experiment, a negative fluid added mass was not 
observed but a negative added mass can be anticipated for 
very high numbers ; i.e., V^* greater than about 1,56 
for 2-inch cylinder. 
3. Whether a cylinder in periodic fluid flow is 
fixed or free to respond in y-direction, it was found that 
the Strouhal number (S^) does not remain constant near 0.2 
as in the steady fluid flow case, but, rather drops into 
the narrow range of from 0.15 to 0.20, except in locked-on 
region where is greater than 0.2. For the low Keulegan -
Carpenter number region (Low A/D ratio; A/D < 12) an integer 
f^/f^ ratio was always found, on the other hand for the 
high Keulegan - Carpenter nlmber (high A/D ratio; A/D > 12), 
a fractional f^/f^j ratio appeared. That is because, for 
the case of a low A/D ratio, a shedding vortex is not 
either significantly dissipated or moved when the cylinder 
returns to that position. Then, as shown in Figure 1, 
a strong and consistent vortex shedding spatial pattern 
can be easily formed. The consistent vortices and spatial 
pattern make the f^/f^ ratio to be an integer. Qn the 
other hand, a large A/D ratio makes relatively inconsistent 
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vortex sheddings compare with the case of a low A/D ratio. 
In this case the wakes are almost dissipated or easily 
move away when the cylinder returns, giving a fractional 
f^/f^ ratio. It was also noticed that the vortex shedding 
frequency (f^) increases as the Keulegan - Carpenter number 
(K) increases like Sarpkaya [9] and Bidde [38] had already 
observed. 
4. Locked-on phenomenon was extensively observed in this 
experiment. As the cylinder vibrates in the y-direction, 
in a certain region (especially around mid f^/fratio 
region for each A/D ratio) the vortex shedding frequency 
(f^) was changed to be the cylinder response frequency (f^). 
Especially when the cylinder responds at its natural 
frequency (f^ = f^), this type of locked-on behavior was 
easily observed around an integer f^/f^ ratio for a wide 
range of Keulegan - Carpenter number. This locked-on 
condition gives a sharp increase in the cylinder responses 
and the fluid lift forces compared to the cylinder motion 
in uniform fluid flow. 
Another interesting phenomenon, which was observed only 
in this oscillating fluid flow is a strong tendency for 
the f^/f^ ratio to be an integer when f^/f^ was also near 
an integer ratio. In other words, the cylinder response 
frequency (f^) changed so that the f^/f^ would be an 
integer even when this cylinder response frequency (f^) is 
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different from the cylinder natural frequency (f^). This 
tendency to form closed cylinder motion paths like that 
shown in Figure 1, around an integer f^/fratio, can be 
viewed as a type of locked-on behavior. In this case, 
however, the change in the cylinder response frequency (f^) 
from the cylinder natural frequency (f^) corresponds to a 
sharp decrease in both the amplitudes of cylinder response 
and the fluid lift force. This type of locked-on (closed 
spatial loop of the cylinder path) behavior was only observed 
for low A/D ratios (A/D £ 10). For high A/D ratios, it was 
hard to obtain a consistent vortex sheddings situation as 
explained previously. This indicates that it is not natural 
to have a closed cylinder path in a high A/D ratio region. 
5. The relationships between the vortex shedding 
frequency (f^), the cylinder response frequency (f^), and 
the cylinder natural frequency (f^) were observed. 
First, in lower f^/f^ ratio region which corresponds to 
the higher cylinder driving case, the vortex shedding fre^ 
quency (f^) is always higher than the cylinder response fre­
quency (f^) and the cylinder natural frequency (f^). For most 
of the cases in this region the f^ = f^ - 2f^ relationship was 
maintained. In other words, the main excitation frequency 
(the vortex shedding frequency) mismatches with the response 
frequency (the cylinder response frequency) by two times 
the cylinder driving frequency (f^). As discussed in the 
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lift force model, the lower side band of the fluid lift 
force excites the cylinder in this lower f^/fregion. 
Second, in mid f^/f^ ratio region, the vortex shedding 
frequency (f^) always matches with the cylinder response 
frequency (f^). The cylinder motion and the vortex 
shedding interact strongly to support each other, giving 
strong spatially stable vortices and large amplitude of the 
cylinder response. In this case, the cylinder response 
frequency (f^) and the cylinder natural frequency have 
little or insignificant differences. This phenomenon cor­
responds to the main locked-on condition. Even in this 
locked-on region, if the cylinder response frequency (f^) 
differs from the natural frequency of the cylinder in order 
to form the closed spatial cylinder paths, the cylinder 
response amplitude drops significantly. This phenomenon 
corresponds to another type of locked-on behavior. 
Third, in upper f^/f^ ratio region, which corresponds 
to a low driving frequency case, the vortex shedding 
frequency (f^) is always lower than the cylinder response 
frequency (f^) except for several special locked-on 
cases. This difference between the vortex shedding 
frequency (f^) and the cylinder response frequency (f^) 
make relatively weak vortices compared with the lower and 
mid fjj/^d f&tio regions. Very low cylinder responses 
were observed in this region even for the locked-on cases. 
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This case corresponds to the vortex shedding frequency plus 
twice the cylinder driving frequency. 
6. It is believed that certain combinations of several 
factors such as the vortex strength, the cylinder response 
frequency (f^), the cylinder natural frequency (f^), the 
fn/fd ratio, and the f^/f^ ratio ...etc. determines cylinder 
response amplitudes. It was known that in case of a steady 
fluid flow, the cylinder response jumps up in locked-on 
region when f^ = f^. In the oscillating fluid flow case, 
the f^/f^ ratio and the f^/f^ ratio play an extremely 
important role in determining the cylinder responses. 
When f^/fj = fp/fj = f^/f(j are equal and integer values, 
the highest cylinder response amplitude occurs. 
As explained previously, the cylinder response ampli­
tudes are self-limiting due to the size of vortices and 
relative spatial locations. The observed maximum cylinder 
response amplitude was about 1.0 D to 1.15 D peak to peak. 
The maximum cylinder response amplitudes were observed to 
decrease as the Keulegan - Carpenter number increased. 
Practically, the most interesting point is how to 
reduce the structure vibration amplitude in actual fluid-
structure problems. An idea can be suggested from this 
Af, 
experiment. When (= is less than around 0.6, the 
T1 
cylinder response amplitude is reduced. It was found 
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that when Vj^ ^ 0,6, the cylinder vibration is very low 
even for the locked-on cases. 
7. It was known that for a fixed cylinder in a periodic 
fluid flow, the fluid lift force coefficient depends both 
on Reynolds number and Keulegan - Carpenter number. For 
the elastically mounted cylinder in an oscillating fluid 
flow, it was found that the fluid lift force coefficient 
depends on its f^/f^ ratio as well as an Re and K. A very 
high fluid lift force coefficient was measured around an 
integer f^/f^j ratio and low Keulegan - Carpenter number 
region. The maximum lift force coefficient (Max. Cj^) was 
found to decrease as the Keulegan - Carpenter number in­
creases in a manner similar to the cylinder response 
amplitude. The statistical nonlinear regression lines 
for a maximum lift force coefficient were obtained as 
Max.CL(pk) = 10.85 (21) 
and 
= 4.45 (22) 
These results for the maximum fluid lift force coef­
ficient matches quite well, within 10 per cent difference, 
with Wilson's [39] results as shown in Figure 24. Consider­
ing the fact that Wilson [39] obtained the R.M.S. lift 
force coefficient by an indirect method, a 10 per cent 
difference is considered to be insignificant. 
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It was found that the peak and R.M.S. force coeffi­
cients, as defined in Equations 19 and 20, show the same 
functional dependence. In addition, the cylinder response 
motion in y-direction has a good correlation with the 
fluid lift force coefficient. This means that the cylinder 
response amplitude as well as the R.M.S. and peak lift 
force coefficients can be used as a tool to measure the 
fluid-structure interaction phenomenon in an oscillating 
fluid flow. 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This study started from the question, "What happens when 
an elastically mounted circular cylinder is exposed to 
periodic fluid flow?" The experimental study showed that 
the cylinder responses in the y-direction affect vortex 
formation behind the cylinder and, in turn, influence the 
fluid lift forces acting on the cylinder. It was known that 
the fluid lift forces acting on a fixed cylinder due to 
periodic fluid flow are dependent on Reynolds and Keulegan-
Carpenter numbers. On the Other hand, a new fact was found 
in this experiment for an elastically mounted cylinder in 
an oscillating fluid flow field. The fact is a combination 
of frequency components, which include the cylinder natural 
frequency f^, the cylinder response frequency f^, the 
cylinder driving (input) frequency f^, and the vortex shedding 
frequency f^, can be used to explain the resulting locked-on 
phenomenon, the cylinder responses in the y-direction, and 
the fluid lift forces. It was noticed that f^/f^j ratio plays 
a more important role in determining the cylinder response 
amplitude and the fluid lift forces than either Reynolds 
and Keulegan-Carpenter numbers, "fhis research work places 
great emphasis on a close examination of all the frequency 
components of interest in order to explain the experimental 
data; namely, to predict the fluid lift forces and the 
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cylinder response amplitudes in the y-direction. Also the 
vortex shedding frequency f^, and Strouhal number S^, were 
examined in order to see the interaction between the cylinder 
motion and the vortices generated behind the cylinder. The 
question, "What happens?", was answered through this 
experiment only in the sense that we are now able to antici­
pate what will happen under similar fluid-structure interact 
tion problems. Also we can say under which conditions the 
cy!|iinder response motion interacts with the vortex formations 
and leads to a locked-on phenomenon which should be avoided 
in actual structure design procedures. 
During the course of the experiment, several additional 
topics of interest requiring further study emerged. 
These topids are: 
1) In this work, only two different sized cylinder 
models were used. The effect of the cylinder 
diameter on the cylinder natural frequency 
variation, the cylinder response amplitudes, 
...etc. needs to be examined for a wider range 
of cylinder diameters. 
2) The installation of a two-axis dynamic force 
transducer would allow the fluid drag forces 
as well as the fluid lift forces to be measured 
simultaneously. It is necessary to analyze 
the fluid drag forces about an elastically 
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mounted cylinder and to compare these results 
to the fixed cylinder case in order to establish 
the effect of cylinder response on the drag 
forces. 
3) By placing the circular cylinder near the water 
tank wall, the blockage effect could be tested 
using this experimental apparatus. 
4) This experiment was performed in the range of the 
Reynolds numbers less than 40,000 and the Keulegan-
Carpenter numbers less than 120. It is important 
to study this fluid structure interaction problem 
for Reynolds numbers and Keulegan-Carpenter numbers 
that are in the range encountered in the field for 
large structures and/or structural components. In 
other words, some large scale verification tests 
need to be conducted to verify that similar behavior 
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Figure 6. Frequency analysis of the measured fluid lift 
force time history when A/D = 6.0 and f^ = 0.154 Hz 
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Figure 14. Frequency relationships between f^, f^, and 
and cylinder response amplitudes (yjy^g/D) for 
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X. APPENDIX A: INERTIA FORCE ELIMINATION 
In this experiment, a cylinder model was driven in 
a fluid at rest in order to generate a relative motion 
between the fluid and the cylinder model. In this situa­
tion, it is unavoidable that unwanted inertia forces, due 
to the cylinder oscillation, are added to the measured 
fluid forces. The unwanted inertia forces should be 
eliminated from the measured fluid forces in order to get 
pure fluid forces acting on a cylinder exposed to a periodic 
fluid flow. 
This study developed a special technique in order to 
eliminate the unwanted inertia forces using two force 
transducers. The cylinder model and two force transducers 
were placed at Plate C as shown in Figure Al. Both Plate 
C and the cylinder translate with sinusoidal motion of 
X = A sin (lù^t) where x is the input or driving displacement, 
A is the amplitude of motion, is the angular frequency 
of oscillation, and t is time. The cylinder is attached to 
the Plate C through two flexures which provide stiff 
support normal to the page and soft support in the y-
direction of motion. 
Force transducer No. 1 (Sensotec Model LKAF-30) measures 
the resultant force acting on the cylinder in the direction 
of motion through a pretensioned wire. 
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The force measured by transducer No. 1 (F^) is the 
sum of the fluid force acting on the cylinder (Ff) and the 
inertia force of the accelerating cylinder; i.e. 
where F^ is the fluid force, is the cylinder mass, and a 
is the cylinder acceleration. The inertia force can be 
eliminated by using the second force transducer (Sensotec 
Model LKSA - 30) which measures only an inertia force from 
a small mass m subjected to the same acceleration a. An 
accelerometer can also be used to measure the signal that 
is proportional to the acceleration. The required signal is 
It is apparent that the inertia force M^a can be eliminated 
from Equation A1 by subtracting the appropriate amount of 
F2; i.e. 
The required subtraction can be obtained by electronic 
addition using linear operational amplifiers as outlined 
below. 
The electronic voltage signal from force transducer 
No. 1 is given by 
(Al) 
F2 = ma (A2) 
F^ = F^ - KFg = Ff + (Mg-Km)a (A3) 
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+ K^M ga (A4) 
and from force transudcer No. 2 by 
K2F2 = -K2ina (A5) 
where and K2 represent the linear system scale factors. 
The minus sign in Equation A5 can be easily achieved by 
appropriate connections of the transducer. The resulting 
voltage is the sum of Equations (A4) and (A5) giving 
The scale factor K2 is adjusted through experiment until 
the output voltage e is zero when the cylinder is freely 
oscillated in air instead of in water. Since , and 
m are easily determined by weighing. It is rather 
simple to maintain the required cancellation relationship 
The validity of this relationship is periodically checked 
through calibration procedures in which known resistors are 
shunted across one arm of the force transducer strain gage 
bridge. In order to check the effectiveness of this tech­
nique, the cylinder was driven in air and the corresponding 
three signals were recorded on the oscilloscope as shown in 
e — e^ ^2 ^l^f (K^^Mg - K^mja (A6) 
of 
% = V (A7) 
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Figure A2. The top signal is from the force transducer 
No. 1 and represents the inertia force of the cylinder. 
The lower signal is from the force transducer No. 2 and 
represents the acceleration of Plate C. The middle signal 
is the summation signal of both transducers. Assuming the 
fluid force in air driving is zero, the signal level of the 
force transducer No. 2 was adjusted with the middle signal 
becomes essentially zero. The scale sensitivity for the 
top and bottom signal was 0.5 volts/div. While that of the 
middle signal was 0.05 volts/div., so that the lack of can­
cellation is emphasized by a factor of 10. From results 
similar to Figure A2, it can be concluded that 97 per cent 
or more of the inertia force is compensated for and 
effectively removed from force signal using this 
technique. 
FORCE TRANSDUCER #2 




TRANSDUCER #1, F 
Figure Al. Force transducer locations in experimental 
apparatus 
î 1 DIV 
F, (0.5 V/DIV) 
Ff (0.05 V/DIV) 
F, (0.5 V/DIV) 
Figure A2. Comparison of measured cylinder inertia force and its compensation 
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XI. APPENDIX B: ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS USED 
An amplifier and a second order low pass filter circuit 
were designed and built for the instrumentation used to detect 
and record the fluid forces and the cylinder responses in 
this experiment. Figure El shows a schematic diagram of 
the amplifier circuit used while Figure B2 shows that of the 
low pass filter circuit. These are standard analogue 












Real = 249 k, Rj^ = 10 k, Rp = 100 k, R = 10 k, R^ = 500 k, Rg 
R3 = 249 k, R^ = 10 k. Rg = 249 k, Rg = 10 k, C = 0.001 pf 
= 10 k. 
M 
NJ 
Figure Bl. Schematic diagram of a used amplifier circuit 
FOR fq = 7 Hz and ç = 0.65 
R,2 = ^13 = 0.20M, = 0.175 M, Rg^ = 0.20 M. Rg^ = 0.1 M, 
Rgg = 0.077 M, = 0.10 pf, and Cg, = 0.10 pf 
Figure B2. Schematic diagram of a used second order low pass filter circuit 
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XII. APPENDIX C: PROGRAM USED IN NORLAND MODEL 3001 
In order to effectively obtain all the useful frequency 
components of interest, a program was used in the Norland 
Model 3001 data analyzing unit. This program and the 
procedure to run the program are described below. 
'1. Program used 
1) 0.05 = INCR 
2) 0 =HSETP 




7) R9*0.5 =R9 
8) COOR 
9) V-R9 = R9 
10) Q1-R9 = qi 
11) COOR 








19) PK-PK = R8 
20) R8*0.5 = R8 
21) COOR 
22) V-R8= R8 






29) B'*0.51282= B' (R.M.S. cylinder response in 
inch) 
30) R1*R1 = R2 
31) R3*R3 = R4 
32) R5/R7 = R6 
33) R6*R2 = R6 
34) R6*A= RO 
35) R0/R4==C (C^ (RMS)) 
36) R6*B == RO 
37) R0/R4=C' ([^(pk)) 
38) PSDQl = Q3 
39) Q2=Q1 
40) PSDQl = Q2 
41) DPLY ABB- C C"* DPLY 
42) GO TO 0. 
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2. Procedure to use the program. 
1) Connect the fluid lift force signal to channel 1 
of the Norland and cylinder response signal to 
channel 2. 
2) Preset the cylinder driving amplitude (A, in inch) 
into register R3 and the cylinder driving period 
(t^, in sec.) into register R1 and the cylinder 
diameter (D, in inch) into register R7. 
3) Preset a constant which will be used to calculate 
fluid lift force coefficients into register R5. 
The constant can be calculated using Eqs. 19 and 
20. When & = 22 inch, and fluid density p , 
1.937 slugs/ft^, the constant was 24/651. 
4) Run the program. 
5) Read all the useful information from the Norland. 
